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Current Chair of Academic Affairs,
Saveena Dhall, believes that her penchant
for leadership as president of the Student
Government Association has been
strengthened and fostered over the past
year. "This is my first year on SGA ... and
I've learned a lot this year of how to take
charge ... I have been very assertive."
Savcena stresses the fact that she has " .. ,
really evolved from being a learner to being
and active participant this year."
One of Savccna 's speci fie plans to increase
the effectiveness of SGA is to "look at the
committee structure of Student Govern-
ment." She suggested the idea of creating".
.. semesterly reports from each committee.
. _and a cumulative report of all commit-
tees."
Saveena perceives the single greatest chal-
lenge of next years president as "bringing
the issues out to the student body ... There
needs to be more done in terms of getting
students involved in the issues."
A major problem which Savccna believes
exists in the proceedings of the current
SGA is that when proposals come to the
floor they too often have been poorly re-
searched by tile SGA members. She be-
lieves that this hampers the process of dis-
cussing and voting on proposals.
When asked her opinion on whether the
president of SGA should have a vote, she
responded, "I don't think the SGA presi-
dent should vote ... they're there to lead the
assembly, and if therets a bias in the presi-
dent they can lead the assembly one way or
another."
Saveena Dhall has had extensive experi-
ence with both social and academic com-
Stressing her experience from all aspects
of life at Connecticut College, Pam Kocher
is pursuing tile position of SGA president
witil enthusiasm. Notonly has Kocher held
positions in student government, including
class council, house council and junior
class president, she has also participated in
a variety of other activities.
Kocher's experience with team, club and
intramural spans, she believes, lends her a
different perspective to campus life. As a
student advisor, Kocher has had an oppor-
tunity to meet and aid new students. The
knowledge of these different facets of
campus life, Kocher said, makes her a
visible, approachable and personable can-
didate .
During her Student Government tenure,
Kocher worked with the Trustees to rc-
structure the budget and dealt with student
life concerns as a member of the College
Center Task Force. Her participation in
SGA has given Kocher a sense of both the
positive and negative aspects the organi-
zation.
She believes that certain positions on
SGA executive board, such as tile public
relations director and SAC chair may need
to be reevaluated, though, "I want to make
sure we're not just changing chairs around
the table." The committee system may need
to be revised, Kocher believes, to ensure
that the committees are all vital and do not
overlap with one anomer.
As SGA pcesidem, jccccer.saeies \hatshe
would need to suriloe a balance when IHC-
scnung the students" ideas to the adminis-
tration. "I think it's really important to
bring student concerns into (he administra-
Saveena Dhall Pam Kocher
minces on campus. This experience in-
cludes vice president of CCASA, member
of the college's Diversity Committee, and
member of'both the Student/Trustee and the
Student/Alumni Liaison Committees.
She would like to be SGA president be-
cause she asserts. "I've seen different areas
ofthecollege ... I've worked with different
people ... I've seen what does work and
what doesn't work, and I think mat I really
want [0 be a spokesperson for the students
... I could be an instrumental person to put
that [knowledge] to use next year."
tive cabinet ... but at the same time Iwould
have to do it very carefully. Presenting
things in an appropriate manner is important.
1don't just want to be a funnel [or ideas."
She said the biggest challenge that she
would face next year if elected is making the
student body feel \hat SGA realty works tee
them and recresems fuem. U\ want \0 make
sure swdems do make that c.onnccuon ne~t
year.. ..
She said she wants La be president be-
cause, "I've developed such an interest in the
school ... and I care about this place."
-
a need for this. I will be committed to further
implementation of the Umbrella Plan and to
aiding clubs in receiving more funding [rom
outside resources such as Alumni and
Trustees."
The return of a college center next year will
help clubs improve fund-raising by provid-
ing better space for vendors and a common
area that will attract a greater concentration
of students. She plans 10do what she can to
insure that clubs, "the backbone of our
campus," take advantage of this option.
One area of concern has been the dual role
of vice president as chair of the Constitution
and Finance Committees. She sees no con-
flict in this area, and believes the two com-
mittees compliment one another.
Neelu Mulchandani is an uncontested
candidate [or SGA vice president.
Mulchandani has been vice president of
the class of 1995 for two years, is a former
member of the CCASA Executive Board,
and has been a member of the Finance
Committee.
Mulchandani said that her familiarity
with SGA, and with budgetary processes,
will enable her to "be a resource [or stu-
dents," and to continue "many of the ideas
and projects that were initialed this year."
The SGA vice president is a member of
the SGA executive board, and serves as
the chair of the Finance Commiuec, The
FinanceCommittecallots funding to clubs
each fall and oversees clubs financially.
Mulchandani said that there have been
problems with the budgetary process in
the past. "Being a treasurer, J was able to
sec how clubs spend their money. To my
disappointment, there have been a lot of
funds not spent."
Addressing tile SGA 's vote to allocate
ten percent of the student activities fee to
the college because of tile budget situa-
tion Mulchandani said, "I really don't feel
bad 'about it, because that (excess club·
funding) was sitting in accounts and
would have gone to surplus anyway."
When asked about what clubs will be
hurt the most by the one time allocation to
the college, she cited publishers such as
Blais and The College Voice Publishing
Group and large clubs such as SAC.
Said Mulchandani, "We reward clubs
that raise money with a savings account.
Those savings accounts will not be af-
fected or hurt by the budget cuts next
year."
In her platform she states, "I am not
afraid to change pol icies or rules if there is
useful. He said that he would do this by
helping that person improve the SGA news-
letter and institute campus-wide mailings.
Marlow also wants to directly address stu-
dent concerns by setting up an ad hoc com-
minee on student concerns, and by seui ng up
ad hoc committees for issues or proposals
that are of particular importance for students
at a certain point in time.
Marlow says that any SGA under his presi-
dency would be progressive, prudent, and
pragmatic. the "Three Ps" of his campaign,
which would in turn improve the effective-
ness of SGA.
He said that he is one of the most visible
senators on campus because he is one of the
few who really works.
Chad Marlow, currently house senator of
Wright, is running for SGA president this
year on a platform of reforming student
government to make it more responsible to
student needs.
The first experience that he has had
which he feels makes him the mOSIquali-
fied candidate for the position is the un-
derstanding of SGA and its problems he
gained from putting together his textbook
proposal. His idea would have redueed the
cost of books for students and placed more
books on reserve. He felt that there was
undeserved opposition to his proposal from
the SGA executive board, and therefore
continued trying to push the proposal
through the Assembly. It was eventually
downgraded to a letter of concern to the
administration.
Marlow also gained experience from
serving as house senator of Wright "The
job of senator is as big as you make it," he
said. He believes that by silting on the
Assembly and sponsoring many proposals,
he has gained enough experience to lead
SGA. Marlow said that his time in SGA
was a learning experience, and that he now
realizes that some of his proposals, like the
Buy American proposal, were "not con-
structive uses of my time."
The third experience that Marlow said
has prepared him to be president of SGA is
the campaign process itself, specifically the
contact with students that he has had. He
says that he now has a better idea what
students want and need from their student
government.
Marlow said that tile single biggest issue
he foresees for next years president is
"bringing student government back to stu-
dents." One method of accomplishing this
would be to make the P.R. director more
,
Vice PresidentPresident
Neelu MukhandaniChad Marlow
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RECOMMENDATIONS
~ ~
•• •• Appearing on this page are the •
• couee« Voice Editorial Board's rec- •.0.
• ommendations for the SGA Execu- •
• live Board and Young Alumni•• Trustee elections. The College Voice
• Board hopes these recommenda-
: lions, read in conjunction with the
• additional coverage, will enhance the•• election process.
• These recommendations are not
• endorsements in that they do not nee-
: essarily reflect support or a candi-
• dacy; rather they are suggestions to
: the community as to which of the •
• available candidates are best quah- :
: lied to hold the positions. This year, •
• the Board worked especially hard to :
• reinforce this distinction and offer a ••• recommendation of the best candi- -•• dates in every race. Doth declared ••• candidates and write-in campaigns •
• present viable options for the voters :
: and were invited to participate in the •
• Voice recommendation p"focess. :
: These decisions were based on an •
• entire day of inter~iews and delib- :
: erations. In addition, Editorial •
• Board members a!tended Speech/ ••: Debate Night and reviewed pl~t- •
• forms and pamphlets,AII recom- :
: .mendatio~s \VeTere~.~h~;~by:~.on~~:~.~./•
• .sus u:ith SOin~editorssteJlP.i.n. gd,!". 'n:
• when biases we:re,.an. issue~:::,;:.:~/;'·>C':,"":::;;;,.
: Each candi<iate~~3Sasked two ••
• standard que"stil)'ns'··all'~,·.,a,th(r~'~");
: which 'vas sp~Cilict6' tht{,poshion!' -'::.
• fonowed by an open question/answer ..";:· ,• tlt.-r,od. ':.
• S\andaTd Q.\le.st\a\\s~ •
• What aTe three specific experi- •. ..
• ences'you have had whICh have pre- _
: pared you for the positJo.n:."Y~~;".~~~:;~t.•
• .What doyou I'r~dict1"illh~Y'!ui'·
: Si~gl~gteates.t cba!l~l!~~r,,~thrp?~Ei:
• ti(j~ 'Y?U s~.ek:-".ex~.·*.~~i.i?~·:·~9~:#t~\;::-:
: YflU prepared to m~~·~.i:~'r:{':·'·". ':":"; ".:.:'::::,::'::'::?~::".
:, ~~:;:~~cn~uestio']~;).;riC.':
• What specific plaIts do you have to •
. .
: increase the efTecti~en~ss of SGA? ':.':.~.
• Vice President: ':':.: -: __.•
• The SGA has voted to designate::
: ten percent of the student activities': •
• fee towards the college. How do you :
: foresee this hampering the budget •
• process and whatcluhs might be hurt :•• the most? •
• Clwir of Academic Affairs: :
: \Vhich of the plans in the general •
• education interim report do you sup-
: port and why? Additionally, what
• are the drawbacks and limitations or
: the plan and how would you address
• these prublems as chair?
: Judiciary Hoard Chair:
• What is your perception Dfthe role
: or confidentiality in J-Board pro·
• ceeding and do you envision any re-
: forms in this area? -
• SAC Chair:
• It's safe to say that student morale•• is at an all-time low. What plans do
• you have to jump-start social activity•• oncampus?
• PR DireclOr:
: What do you view as the PR
• director's constituency, and given
: this, would you support a proposal to
• eliminate the position rrom the SGA
: Executive Hoard?
• Young Alumni Trustee:
: What role does the YAT play on
• campus, and given that role, how
• would you fit inlo that picture?•
~ ...............~
PRESIDENT , ..
. f th S dent Government Association, A WIdevanety of.. f president 0 e tu . f ..
We recommend with reservation Saveena Dhall for the posiuoo 0 .ded Dhall with an important understandmg 0 the major ISsues
experiences most notably her work as chair of academic alfairs, has proVl. I ment with general education reform and the budget
, . be thi ear DhaJl's Invo ve , . . drninisurrounding the college, As an Executive Board mem r ISy '. ddi . DhaWs working relatIonshIps WIth a rrurustrators
. ·11·d h as president In a ruon, .., f SG Trestructuring process are invaluable assets which WI ai er . h. in reestablishing key officials respect or A. he
and faculty members should help continue the progress that has been made t 'isYkear·ththe administration to insure that the student voice
,. dSGA needs a strong m WI .. I I h Icollege is poised to make critical decisions next year an. wever. The lack of a final general education plan, parucu ar y t e ack
is heard. We make this recommendation With so~e reserv~uo~s: ho initiate change and act as a motivatmg factor. We are concerned that
f gen ed proposal from BAC, lead us to quesuon Dhall s ability to . Dhall had the resources to lead the students and theo a , ... . d f· od cing student plan opnons. . . d
BAC was reactive to faculty iruuauves, mstea 0 intr U . Q . about her motivation and ability to lea cause us tod . sed her opportunuy uesuons ·1college forward in establishing a gen ed plan an rrus . li h knowledge and established contacts WI1 make her a
pause when recommending Dhall. If Dhall can rise to the challenge. we be reve er
successful president
VICE PRESIDENT . .
. . A ember of the Finance Committee. Mulchandani has a·'.L iti f SGA VIcepresident. sam .We recommend Ncclu Mulchandam lor tile post IOn 0 . La t role of the vice president. Her two-year tenure as Vice
complete comprehension of the long and tedious budget process and thed,mhpor nthextensi ve experience and an understanding of fund-
. . h . ampus clubs pravi e er WI
President of her class and Involvement Wit vanous c . b I· the vice president must be able to offer concrete. . I d cI bs to fundraise we e reve .
raising issues. With greater expectations p ace on U d' f he i s under the jurisdiction of the vice president, such as
suggestions for club development. She.has demonstrated kno~~I;:a~d~~ ~~I~~ring numerous personal skills, such as responsibility and
improving the umbrella plan and defining potiucal lobbying. I Iiti -huilding within the Finance Committee, and we are
approachability, to the position. She has expressed her deSire to .re y o~ ~oal~ on This concern aside we believe she is well-qualified
apprehensive about Mulchandani's ability to assert her leadership at cntIca meso ,
fOrlhepositiOnofcHAi:R OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
. .. H . sitting on the Board of Academic Chairs gives
We recommend Kim Roark for the position of ch~lr.~~aca~e~lc ~f~alrs. 't~r ex~~:~~n~~BAC has allowed Roark to familiarize herself
her fIrsthand knowledge of ~cduties and responslb.l!ltles.o t e c, air ~OSI ~~~m~nsLrated a sLrong understanding of the current propos-
wil1l the importanL issues fac~ng.the coll~ge. In our lO~e,rvlewprocess, o~. . ar She also conveyed adequate understanding of how
~~ ~o:d~:~~:~:~~~c::;:~ ":c~~~~~~ ;~~~~I~h:;Jo: ~~~c~: ~:~~~:~:~ac:n:~~~n; with key people with :hom s~e w~uI~ be working
as chair, we believe Roark's command of the issues will earn her the respect of adITlIOlstrators, faculty mem ers, an stu en .
JUDICIARY BOARD CHAIR
. . . . . d h" McDaniel has taken great strides to reach out to the student
We recommend Chris McDamel for the POSitIonof JudiCIary B~arh c alf'oo McDaniel has the conviction and motivation to continue
body during his campaign and to gauge student opmlOn about tede onor G e, th.s work ·,norder to bring about sludent renewal of belief
. . H b r th JudIcIary Board ne s to conUnue I . .
gathering mput effecltvely. e Cleves e.. -minded to reforms of J -Board methods, such as the areas of confidentlality.
in the honor code system. We agree. McDa~,e\ ',S open. '''m of precedents for the board. He also recognizes the need to foster
ad .. { case llanidpants and lmp emcntmg a sys.... d 1
suqng,er . V\S1.~gOt bo \. 'edu~ and realizcs contact seSSlOnsare not the only solution. His idea for using an expanded 1~Boar og
better commumcalJon a u proc .. . Th h h· . t
as a forum La reach DullO students and educate the campus abour the honor code is Important an~ reahsrtc. oug IS prevIous enure
with the I-Board was brief, his willingness to examille the inner workings of our judiCial branch IS commendable, and we are confident he
can fulfill the requirements of lhe post.
SAC CHAIR
We recommend Jen Scott for the position of chair of the Student Activities Council. Her service on two separate and distinct SAC
Executive Boards gives her a unique and valuable perspective. Nor only has she proven her dedication and devotion to the organizatio~,
but she has also been able to experience different styles and philosophies of leadership. This outlook, combined with her own leadershIp
skills and motivation, make her an excellent candidale. Additionally, Scott views SAC as a critical link to boost morale on campus. and
we believe she is prepared to step in and revive a dcteriorated social life. Though not fully versed on the college-wide issues with which
she will have to address as a member of the SGA Executive Board, we believe her enthusiasm, commitment, intelligence and thoughtful-
ness will spill over into her work in l1lisarea.
PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR--
We recommend write-in candidate Lynne Saliba [or the position of public relations director. Saliba's diverse experiences in a wide range
of clubs and organizations prepare her well for the position. She has toiled many hours behind the scenes as the associate chair of aca-
demic affairs, an activity which familiarized her with a number of collegial issues. Serving as president of ABLE, 'Saliba proved to be an
effective motivator and leader, reviving the organization's membership and campus influence. She expressed an understanding of the
limitations and challenges which face the PR dircctor. Saliba does not view her campaign as a power play. and recognizes the lack of a
constitucncy for lhe PR director as a problem, She has campaigned on removing the PR director's vote from the Executive Board, a move
we support. We believe she can scrvc as an important liaison between the Assembly and its constituents, a relationship which has been an
obstacle for SGA in the past. Saliba's plans to incrcase studenl awareness of SGA hy improving the SGA newsletter and keeping Asscm-
bly agcndas posted in the new collcgc ccnler arc good, simple beginnings to solving the problem.
YOUNG ALUMNI TRUSTEE
We recommend Jeff Bennan for the position of Young Alumni Trustee. Berman stands out as an active, honest, and articulate voice for
studenlS and their concerns. He has evolved into a leader who addresses issues with tact, persuasion, and an acute comprehension of the
best interests of students and the collegc. A vocal memhcr of PPBC, Berman has grappled with the critical issue of budget restructuring
and has gained an impressive arsenal of knowledge. In addition, he worked intensely to educate lhe community about l1leramifications
of potential cuts and was successful in maintaining areas dear to students. His vision for sensible priorities is the right one for the college.
When approaching issues, he remains focused on l1lcprimary purpose for reforms - strengthening the educational atmosphere and
quality of learning at the college. Bennan's resume is abundant in diverse campus leadership positions. He is well-versed on a variety of
issues and has developed a vast number of contacts to approach [or studcnl input. The impressive rapport he maintains with key adminis-
trators, trustees, and other decision-makers will aid him in successfully presenting lhe students' agenda. His proposal for a wrap-up
session on the Sunday of trustee wcckcnds is an important step towards improving the student/trustcc link. Most importantly, we believe
it is his unique combination of conviction, experience, and vision that separates Berman from the other three candidates. Though
sometimes controversial and at times inlimidming, he is the sLrongest and sharpest articulator of student concerns and would make an
oUlStanding YAT.
COrTfftions:
Marylin Pacheco is a junior and Yuka NakajifTla isa sophomore. r:reshman Miho Mitsui was omilted as one of the new public relations directors for MSSC. ("MSSC restructures
executive board to help assure fUlurc of body" Th£ Coflege Voice, April 5, 1993)
AcconJing to Clai~ Matthcws, vice prcsidcnt for planning and admissions, the Admissions office provides money for travel as well as for meals on Eclipse Weekend. (MSSC
restructures execuuvc board to help assure future of hody" The College Voice, AprilS. 1993)
The photo caption on p.8 of the AprilS issue should have identified the third person as June Yun.
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CANDIDATE PROFILES
Marilyn Pacheco, candidate for chair of
academic affairs, defines her leadership style
as "organ ized and aggressi ve." Pacheco sees
the greatest challenge of the chair of aca-
demic affairs as "trying to get students moti-
vated and involved. Morale is low, which
reflects in their academic involvement in
these issues."
Regarding the proposed general education
plans, Pacheco states that she would not
support a plan with a false, over-arching
theme, but does support the idea of area
distribution.
Diversity, one of the subjects which may
become an area requirement in a general
education plan, is a subject of great impor-
tance to Pacheco, who "would prefer a multi-
cultural type class to open up people's per-
ceptions." .
She added, however, that if students do no
support a diversity requirement, she would
not push for one.
According to Pacheco, students and ad-
ministrators are not thoroughly considering
diversity issues and notenough discussion of
diversity issues is taking place. She suggests
having organized discussions within classes,
since holding meetings outside of the class-
room on the issues has not worked in the past.
Pacheco also cites in her platform campus-
wide mailings as a means of communicating
with both students and administration.
Pacheco said that dramatic change may be
scaring off some professors, and may be a
reason that an increased number of faculty
members are choosing to leave the schooL
Said Pacheco, "Things are changing very
rapidly" and not all of the professors like it.
We have to work with faeulty and make them
work with each other. We must balance the
tradition and innovation."
She would like to see more aggresive
fundraising for endowed chairs and added, "I
_ think we' need more .fundingfor. the tradi-
Kim Roark who is seeking the office of
chair of academic affairs has had experience
both serving as member of the math and
physics advisory boards and this last year as
chair of those boards.
Her experience also includes serving as
freshman representative to the religious
council and working summers as an admin-
istrator for a software firm. Roark believes
herexperience as an administrator will lend to
her position because she has learned "to plan
and produce a budget"
Roark feels her greatest challenge as chair
will be "devising a general education plan on
which both students and faculty can agree."
Of the two suggested plans for general edu-
cation, Roark favors the distribution plan
because she thinks mat "it will provide stu-
dents with a basic foundation of knowledge in
all areas."
However, Roark is also hesitant about the
distribution plan because the college "might
end up with a plan like we have now."
Roark also has serious problems with the
general education plan based on overarching
themes. Humanities do not always fit in with
the sciences aecording to Roark, who feels hopes to have more "open houses with the
that the implementation of a plan with an students to know how they feel on academic
ovcrarching theme would be difficult. issues."
Through the development of a general Roark also recognizes the problems the
education plan, Roark also intends "to im- chair of academic affairs will face with the
prove writing curriculum and provide more budgetrestructuringprocesswhichwil1bein
writing intensive courses." the works next year. Roark intends to work
Said Roark, "There are many issues that within the new budget plan by prioritizing
need to be discussed by students and faculty academic issues.
because they affect the future of Connecticut Roark also intends to faeilitate faculty and
College, and creating more oQQOrtunities for. student interaction both in and out of the
discussion without the pressure of a c\ass- classroom.
room atmosphere would undoubtedly en- The need to review the advising structure
hance such discussions." is one she is aware of, although when it carne
Roark said the chair of academic affairs to her own advisors, she "was very \ucky."
should "represent the students." She sai~that The idea of a stipend {or adv1.sors rs ten\'pt-
she has no "personal agenda and her opinions +- lng" she said, but \he teas\b\\\t'j of the \')\an
~!,,~)d refly!:! th!?~e of Ille: stUl)enl'!"~k '_nas tobe tempered by~lhe budget suuauon,
Marilyn Pacheco-Ordofiez
tional departments."
Paeheco cites her past work as president of
La Unidad her sophomore year and co-chair
of The Minority Student Steering Commit-
tee this year as important experiences which
qualify her to be the chair of academic af-
fairs. Pacheco said that from these experi-
ences she has gained responsibility and a
willingness to work with others.
During a three semester leave Pacheco
worked as a legal assistant at Davis, Polk and
Wardwell, but she still feels a deep attach-
ment to the college community and feels
capable to address its academic needs.
Pacheco believes that from her experi-
ences working at the law firm she has "wid-
ened and augmented" the skills which she
gained here at.ConnecucutCouege.
Kim Roark
\
f th dential associate are non-voting members of Lynne Saliba said three experiences she has
Ryan Poirier. write-in candidate or e had at Conn have prepared her for the role of
position of SGA public relations diree~r, the SGA Executive Board. . public relations director.
" h h Poirier views the position ofPR director-asviews the position as more t an angmg "I've done a lot of behind-the-scenes. ." a liaison between the student body and theposters and having information rneeungs, or work," Saliba said, citing her position asSGA. He intends to hold meetings between
running elections. I b assistant to the chair of academic affairs, her
th SGAb kt the PR committee and various otherc u sonSaid Poirier, "I wanttoput e ac 0 experience in sitting in on BAC and MSSC,
f th d th h Y commit campus to accomplish this goal.work or e stu ents roug m - and her SGA work in general.Ith diff t i t ts Another way Poirier intends to form a linkment to cooperating wt 1 reren In eres Saliba also values her experience as the. " between SGA and the community would be
to strengthen the cnrnmuruty. . . president of ABLE, and her experiences
Id hope to i to "make voting more accessible." POirier..As PR director, I wou ope to increase working with people through volunteer pro-
. d d SGA" Poirier suggests having people vote in Harris onpositive atutu es towar S , grams as adequate preparation for this posi-
said. "People have many problems with weekends to accomplish this goal.
He admits that. as a freshman, he will have tion. 1 .
SGA, and I'm not sure why." "I Saliba sald'that exceptional comrnuruca-
ib hi to work harder than normal if elected.Poirier, a first-year student, aun utes IS tions skills are crucial for the position of PR
f th f h believe that the Senators and Exec Boardwrite-in candidacy to the act at res men director.
.• f SGA members will help educate me," he said.were discouraged from runnmg or Shesaid her greatest challenge in theroleof. f Poirier cites a number of experiences inexecutive board positions at the III orma- PR director will be "ehanging 'the definition
Id di th high school as preparing him for stcppingtional meeting that was he to ISCUSS e C II of the position." .into a leadership role at Connecticut 0 egc.
election process. According to Saliba, right now, thc role of
Poirier said that when he saw that the PR director really only comes into play
position of PR director had nobody running, around election Limc. Saliba sees other areas
he decided that the position was important in which the PR director could take a lead-
enough that he should run. . ership role.
Poirier, who believes the PR DIrector "The underlying problem is communica-
should have a vote on the Executive Board, tion" said Saliba. She commented on the
said "I have come to the conclusion that the tend'encyofall thebranchesoftheSGA toput
con~tituency [of the PR director] consists of out their publications at different times.
the committces that the PR director cliairs "What they need is an umbrella to try and get
and anybody who runs for an elected posi- everything put out at once," she said.
tion," so he would not support removing the Said Saliba, "Speech Night was mainly
vole from the position. attcnded by Voice reporters, and after the
Poirier said, "Those meetings will be a YAT cnndidates, there was this mass exodus.
cooperative initiative aimed at evaluating That's not right ... that's public relations:'
SGA's role and image on campus, and When asked about the controversy sur-
working towards breaking the walls which rounding the PR director's unique role as the
alienate the community from SGA." only voting member of the SGA Executive
However, he said, he could see abolishing Board without a constituency, she said,
the position if thc two positions of chair of "There is no constituency, quitefrankly. Who
residential life and chair of student life were am I representing, the PR commiuee? Who
created to sit on the executive board. am I going to ask for which way I should
Poirier said, "Taking away the vole [from vote?"
PR director] will also weaken the executIVe However, Saliba states in her platform that
board as a cohesive group by having one third Ryan Poirier "the position should rcmain on the executive
consist of non-voting members." . board in order to ensure effecLiveand accurate
~c~urr~en~tl~y~th~e:.!p~ar~l~ia!.':m~e=n~ta~r~ia~n~a.'.'.nd~p~res~l-:..-..b===============J The College Voice
Jcommunication. n 1" 0Saliba intends to increase communics-
tions both within !he SGA and also between
the SGA and the student body. One way she
intends to do this is by posting a weekly
agenda weekly for SGA meetings so stu-
dents become familiar with the-issues SGA IS
dealing with.
Saliba also intends to print a bi-weekly
newsletter outlining SGA issues which will
contain briefs and editorials from senators
and executive board members.
In her platform she cites improving rela-
tions between The College Voice and SGA as
a means of strengthening both organizations
and avoiding miscommunication.
Saliba is enthusiastic about the job, "It's a
thankless job from what I've heard from
Adam, but that's O.K."
Lynne Saliba
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CANDIDATE PROFILES
Current Judiciary Board member Jennifer
Iablons is running for I-Board Chair with the
lhemeof making lhe 1-Board more accessible
to the public bUI stiU maintaining the states
quo on confidentiality. .
111e backbone of the college, she says In
herplalform is the honor code. "II is this code
that governs our daily life. We have the
privilege here of taking care of ourselves
without anyone looking over our shoulder.
111is is true preparation for the real world,"
she writes.
Jablons feels that her experience as a lour
guide, rape crisis counselor and as a I-Board
representative have given her Lhe":lde range
of experienccnecessary for thechatroflheJ-
Board.
111e changes that Jablons does want to
institute on the board mainly focus on acces-
sibility and the regular publica lion of the log.
She also cited concerns on the image the
board portrays,
"We arc not people on me board 1Opunish
people. We all believe in the honor code,"
said Jablons.
By publishing more logs.Jablons feels, "it
would make us more approachable:'
Among ower ideas lhaJ Jablons cited in-
clude a new concise J-Board survey La be
distributed to the students, more contact ses-
'sians, punishments that fit the crime.
Jablons is against the idea of a freshman
class in honor and ethics ..
«If we make freshman go through this
course, we are babying them," said Jablons.
Jablons stands firmly behind maintaining the
current confidentiality policy without any
adaptations.
"We have to protect the identity of people
who came before the I-board .... a lot of
people gossip her," she said.
r
Jen Jablons
Iablons also followed this by stating tha
the "J-board would never let anyone danger
DUSSlay on this campus."
Jablons is a candidate who is interested i
letting the public be more aware of what th
J-board does and is welcoming input from th
students.
On the issue of establishing a system 0
precedent for the Judiciary Board, wher
decisions would be made based on past rul
ings, Jablons was very r~ceptive.
She said such a system could address stu
dent misconceptions of what happens in thei
proceedings and help dispel the perceptio
that I-Board decisions are haphazard.
In an attempt to distinguish himself from
the other candidates for Iudiciary Board
chair, Chris McDaniel, '94, says u rs ume to
break away from old forms of commumca-
tion with the suident body to effectively
Cod ' . portanceconvey the Honor e s irn '.
"I think the single greatest challenge WIll
be keeping in contact with the slUdenlS::od
changing iheauitudcs toward the Board, he
said. In the past, the Board has gathered
input through contact sessions, surveys and
the log, but McDaniel says these methods
arc not enough. "I've spoken WIth more
people during my campaign than the num-
ber on this campus reached by that entire
survey," he said. .
"You have to go out and get it," Mcfraniel
said, pledging to continue door-to-door ef-
forts to "get a renewal in the belief that the
system works. " His platform includes plans
to produce a f-Board newsletter and more
timely logs with "more opinions from indi-
vidual J-Board class representatives."
The candidate believes his dedication,
approachable personality and experience on
the Board qualify him for the position.
McDaniel served as a sophomore represen-
tative on the Board from spring elections
until Senior Week.
He was asked to step down after this stint,
serving Jess than two months, because his
GPA did not meet the minimum 2.5 re-
quirement for Student Government of~icers.
"Although it was a brief amount of time, I
think my experience familiarized me WIth
the processes themselves," he said. _
Inriddition. McDaniel presents himself as
a candidate who will consider reforms ..He
believes measures to increaseconsistency of
the Board's recommendations should be ex-
amined, and unlike the other two candidates,
Chris McDaniel
says he is open to discussion about a confi-
dentiality waiver.
"I think that one thingto understand is that,
in my opinion, confidentiality is not intended
to protect elected officials ... If all the people
involved in a case other than the J-Board
itselfbclieve the system has failed them, they
should have the opportunity to speak oUI," he
said.
Discussion and consideration of any re-
forms, McDaniel said, is key. "I'd like to
think that if I'm presented with a new idea
that I' II really think about it instead of making
an outright decision:'
Som S/Xxmhc;'n. candidate for Judiciary
Boord, cites hercxpericnccs on the J-Board
as a representative, as the co-president oflhe
i::olJege Democrals, anlllhe insighl gained
in dealings with theSGA Executive Board as.
three experiences thaI have prepared her to
assume Ihe role of I-Board chair.
Spocnheim sees her greatest challenge in
addressing the "lack of communication and
connection [bctwecn the I-Board and stu-
dcnts in general]."
To combat this, she plans to 1) make 1-
Board representatives responsible for con-
tact sessions for students, 2) distribute
briefer, more regular surveys Lostudents, 3)
get mOTC people involved in understanding
what the Honor Code means, 4) print logs in
the College Voice weekly or bi-weekly, 5)
create a senior-taught Honor and Ethics
course for first-semester students to famil-
iarize lhcm with topics related to the Honor
Code.
Spoonhcim believes no reforms need to be
made in the area of confidemiality. "We
don't need to have open case trials," said
Spoonhcim, "We have enough ~lfetics in our
system to catch problems."
She believes the current pel icy of prinling
the roll call vOlc"[makes] J-Board reps more
accountable without having to repeal confi-
dentiality."
When asked aboul the idea of a "corps of
advoc,;](cs" to act as advisors to students
brought before the I-Board, Spocnheim
called it a "terri ric idea."
She believes such a corps could offer in-
sights and perspectives thal J-Board mem-
bers cannol. ''These arc people who would
be commiued to helping thc accused."
Spoonheim expressed an interest in be-
coming more involved with such key issues
as General Education as a member of the
SGA Execulive Boord. "[It will be] a period
that Iwant to learn from Board members."
She added, "I like the fact right now that
studenLS are proposing things rnther than just
responding to ideas."
Spoonhcim believes in continuing the 1
Board"s history of nor being a precedent
setting body. "[TheJ-Board has to] take int
account different circumstances."
Bpeonheim would like theJ-Board to con
duct surveys, but briefer and more realistic
She wanlS to create a survey "Ihat goes 10 th
students instead of asking them to come t
us."
She views the plan to run the J -Board log i
The Voice would act as a way to "integral
[the log] into students' lives" by using,
widely received and read forum,
In her pamphlet, she dcscribcs the ethic.
course as an opportunity to "present studen
with historical and contemporary pcrspcc
tives on ethics and honor."
"The course would help to personal ize an
internalize the Honor Code to incoming stu
dents, and to improve the discourse abou
honor on campus," she continues.
Sara Spoonheim
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len Scott, candidate (or the position of
SAC chair, cues her previous experience
wilh SAC as the Novelty Variely Direclor
and as the assistant to the chair as her main
qualifications for the position of SAC chair.
In her platform, Scolt states, "Instead of
wasting time figuring out how things work,
Icould focus on planning a wide variety of
evenLo:;;throughout the year which address
all interests on our campus."
Scott said that since her freshman year,
the quality of social life and social activities
on campus have gone down.
Therefore, Scott desires to improve so-
ciallife at Conn because she has been much
more satisfied with campus social activities
in the pasl.
According to Scott, the campus has re-
sponded positively towards SAC evenlS she
has planned in the pasl.
SCott said that through the success of
these magic shows, coffee houses, Mardi
Gras, ctc., she has gained experience in
planning and communication which qualify
her for the pesilion of SAC chair.
Scon said the greatest challenge she faces
in the future would be to increase the
communication between the student body
and SAC in qrder to avoid an apathetic
social year.
Scan plans to use the asSistanl chair in to
develop this communication.
According to Scott, students will be pre-
sentcd Wilh random pells inslead of qucs-
tionnaires, and a SAC phonc line may be
created in order to improve sludent com-
munication with SAC.
SCOlI plans to jumpstan social life on
campus by recruiting interested people at
the beginning of next semester.
Said Scott, "We have to start things right
away in September in order to get interested
people involved."
. Scan emphasizes the necessity of inform-
Ing people of the activities going on and is
committed to gaining their input ideas for
events.
Scott already has an idea of the types of
people she wants to fill the SAC executive
board positions from her observance of the
two very different executive boards she has
worked with in her past two years on SAC.
Teamwork is essential 10 Ihe success of the
board, according 10 Scott, who foresees all
members helping each olher.
Scott also said thatas amemberofthe SGA
executive board she would listen to olher
clubs in order to voice their interesLS as well
as the intereslS of SAC.
Scott also feels Ihat as a member of SGA
and SAC, she would also be aware of issues
spch as budget restructuring which affecr
SAC and other clubs.
Scott realizes thaI clubs with the largcst
budget allcfcations will face the largest re-
duction in funding, but she ·isoptimistic that
SAC can make up for the reduction wilh
fund-raising. -
Jen Scott
CANDIDATE PROFILES
Sensible priorities and experience are the
hallmarks of Jeff Berman 's candidacy for the
Young Alumni Trustee position.
During his campaign, Berman has stressed
the importance of re-evaluating the criteria
on which the college bases major decisions.
"I have been a vocal advocate of putting the
concerns of the students before the concerns
of the public relations office," said Berman,
who has argued that quality education - not
national ratings - should be the college's
primary goal.
Berman's list of experiences includes leon
such as: a student-at-large on the Priorities,
Planning, and Budget Committee, a repre-
sentative on the Educational Planning Com-
mittee, publisher of The College Voice, stu-
dent-at-large on the Financial Aid Policy
Review Committee, a senior admissions in-
terviewer, and class representative on the
Judiciary Board.
According to Berman, it is these positions
of leadership that have prepared him for the
job of YAT. For example, on EPC, Berman
was involved in the beginning stages one of
the hottest topics - review of the general
education Plan.
"With changes in gen ed a top issue, it is
essential to have someone who knows what's
going on," he said.
Berman said the greatest challenge for
YAT would be "to get the other trustees to
take him or her seriously,"
His experiences have allowed him to work
both within the system and against the prob-
lems of the system, Berman said. "Being able
to understand how both work is, I think.
important. "
Berman has pledged to support continued
need-blind admissionsand"a real gen ed plan
which addresses the real problems with
Marisa Farifia possesses numerous qualifi-
cations which she believes make her a good
candidate for the position of Young Alumni
Trustee.
First and foremost, Farina has been the
president of her class for three years. Farina
says that she has gained a vital understanding
of the senior class.
As a member of both the Priorities, Plan-
ning and Budget Committee and the Educa-
tional Planning Committee, Farina has cre-
ated a link between students, faculty and
administrators.
Citing her experience as chair of the senior
pledge program, Farina indicates that she has
worked closely with seniors raising money
for Connecticut College.
Farina said that the greatest challenge she
will face as a YAT would be acclimating
herself to the board of trustees. As a YAT,
Farina would meet with theMSSC, SGA,and
all groups on campus which want to be heard
in order to relay student concerns to the
trustees.
Farina also said that she would meet stu-
dents before the 'Student Trustee Liaison
Commiuee meetings on trusteeweekends in
order to increase the trustee'sawareness of
student concerns.
Farina said that she would try to set up
more meetings leading up to the Student
Trustee Liaison Committee in order to make
that final meeting more productive.
Given her previous rolesasa student I~der
on campus, Farina believes she has a grasp of
the important issues, including the general
education plan and the budget.
In her platform Farina states, "The Young
Alumni Trustee should be knowledgeable of
the present condition and direction of the
college."
Farina said she has a strong sense of the
college and where it is going in the next ten
years. . .
Farina states in her platform, "I have said m
the past that wc should concentrate on cre-
ating something we can sell rather than sell-
Jeff Berman
'FA pJ.an:lD,-ivcrease the. number of·upper-
classmen by len to 33 students is just one of
the points in Sean Spicer's plan [or running
for Young Alumni Trustee.
Spicer's qualifications range from being
an SG A senator for three years 1Ocaptain of
the sailing team.
As captain of the sailing team, Spicer took
on the responsibilities of head coach and the
team becamenationally ranked. Spicer cites
this as an example of his leadership abilities.
"The burden was on my shoulders," said
Spicer. Spicer said that while carrying this
burden he had to work with trustees and
fund-raise.
Spicer has known many trusteesover the
last four years. He says that being ac-
quainted with some trusteesand fund-rais-
ing has enabled him to have a better un-
derstanding of how he should bridge the gap
between studentsand the trustees.
Spicer said that this rift must be bridged to
deal with what heconsiders the number one
problem on campus: the budget. Spicer said
that the budget problem deals into every-
thing and affects every aspect of the com-
munity.
Spicer specified that dining halls need to
have good food and remain open because
they are essential in promoting stimulating
conversation in the community.
He said that the dining halls are places
where people talk about classes and social
issues; if these settings are lost the com-
munity will suffer.
Spicer said, "It is crucial that the trustees
understand that sometimes the learning that
occurs outside of the classroom can be as
important as that which occurs within the
community."
The solution, according to Spicer, could
lie in his plan. He would have ten to 33
upperclassmen move off campus and then
replace those students with new slUdenlS.
He said thiswould bring in new revenue for
the school. The college then cou Id hire more
100 level course teachers which would al-
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The greatest challenge Tim Crowley
forsees for a Young Alumni Trustee is "to
make sure that the student body and the
Board of Trustees have a liaison." "I don't
think that the present YATs have been in
absolute tune with the students,"he said.
"l'rn going to have to be working very
closely with EPC and MSSC to review the
budget," said Crowley, outlining what he
bel ieves is the role of the YAT on campus.
Crowley stresses the importance of listen-
ing to students. 'the curriculum has been
thrown up into the air and wherever it falls,
it falls. Students need to be taught that they
have a say,"
Said Crowley, "Being a local New Lon-
doner, I have a strongemotional attachment
to Connecticut College. My attachment goes
beyond my four years here."
Crowley places importance on balancing
the needs of students with the long range
plans for Connecticut College.
Said Crowley, "The agenda of the college
is 'How can we continue to make Con-
necticut College better; how canwe make it
grow?' Iwill be very much with the students
but I will not lose touch with the fact that
Connecticut College is growing."
He said, "My experiences at Connecticut
. College show that I've been able to cornpro-
mise with studentsand faculty."
In determining what is "heartland", or
most important, to the college Crowley said,
"I would get rid of such fancy terms. People
don't know what we're talking about. We
have to go back to the C-book and see what
the goal of Connecticut College is .", Said
Crowley about spec c plans, "We cannot
cut things which tc -h the faculty .. Vital
student needshavc g to be met. We have to
determine vital stud, '.needs."
education at Connecticut College."
In addition, he has suggested open, wrap-up
sessions for SGA, the campus community and
trustees on Sunday mornings of Board week-
ends to explain major decisions and answer
questions.
"The YATs would present what they ac-
complished over the weekend.and they would
be able to listen to the students," he said.
George Bush swore to the American people
that they would see "No new taxes."
Berman's promise is even more direct. "I
won't bullshit you," he said.
With a no-nonsense approach, "sensible
priorities:' and experience, he will strive for
victory this week.
ing something we have-not yet created."
Farina attributes !he increase in the num-
ber of students leaving Conn to the fact that
the administration tries to promote what we
do not have.
Farina hopes that working with the trustees
she can help the college set and achieve goals
which will improve education and student
morale.
While she would be interested in the long-
range development of the college, Farina
would still keep students' needs in mind if,
elected to YAT.
"People are only here for four years, but
need to be happy for those four years."
Farina is enthusiastic about the position of
Young Alumni Trustee. Said Farina in her
platform, "My dedication to Connecticut
College as well as to the class of 1993, has
been evident for the past four years. I am
asking for the opportunity to continue my
commiunenl."
Marisa Farina
•
Tim Crowley
Referring to PPBC's proposed budget
cuts, Crowley said, ''The board does not
look at line items,but they're going to have
to. There are heartland areas in the budget,
but we have to look at them carefully."
Crowley cites his involvement with the
Southeastern Connecticut AIDS Project as
anexperience hewill bring to theposition of
YAT. He said, "One activity which I took
part in at SECAP was heading a lobbying
campaign trying to increase Connecticut
state AIDS funding by nine million dollars."
Crowley is the chairman for \he Art His-
tory and the Anthropology advisory com-
mittees. "I have helped the departments in
staffing decisions:' said Crowle)!.
\
)ow more.protessors to reach semmers.;
Spicer feels t/lar befo.n:: his phln or any-
thing works ~~yAT has to be part of t/J!s
college." He said that he will develop coeti-
tions of students 10 gain feedback (rom the
students.
Among other things. Spicer would have
trustees come to campus a few days before
meetings and eat lunch with students.He said
that this would give the trustees a good idea
about the current issuesand concerns of stu-
dents.
Spicer said the greatest challenge he would
face as a YAT would be the budget problem
which the entire college community is cur-
rently facing.
Spicer advocates restructuring in order to
savemoney, but does not supportaucmpis at
restructuring which would be detrimental to
education.
j
Sean Spicer
PLATFORMS
Pam Kocher
SGA President
EXPERffiNCE .
In the past three years, I have been involved in activities including: house council,
class council, spans (N. club and intramural), and student advising. Thus I ha~e wor~ed
with students, faculty and administration inmany different aspects of ~ampus life: This
year as Junior Class President 1have gained valuable leadership ~x~ence. running class
council and working with an executive board. Through my postuon In the Student Go~em-
ment Association, I have worked on restructuring the budget, with the Trustees, and With
issues of student life through the College Center Task Force.
LEADERSHIP
With my experience as Junior Class President and as a mem~r o~ SGA I h~ve
strengthened my leadership style. I understand (he importance of consld~rmg all ?ptlons,
weighing all sides of isssues, and listening to what others have to say. It ISesscntl~ for the
SGA President to relate and communicate with not only the SGA Assembly but With the
entire student body. Ihave proven that Ican work with people in a personable and non-
abrasive manner.
HERE'S WHAT I CAN 00 .'
The combination of my experience and leadership style Will allow me to be a
strong and effective SGA President. Ican facilitate a pr~uctive interaction bct~ecn the
administration and the students. This year's SGA has bUilt a valuable rap~rt Wlt~ the
administration, I feel that 1 can further develop and strengthen this rapport 10 the IOter~sts
of all, Connecticut College is at a crossroads, facing issues such as: budget restructunng,
general education. and planning for the future with ~ro~cets such as the Col,le~e Center and
the Olin Building. A cohesive and well run SGA wl11lOsure thal everyone s Interests and
concerns will be taken into account as we move forward.
We have the opportunity to play an extensive role in shaping our lives a1 Con-
necticut College. Ihave the ability to make the most of that opportunity for the student
body. I will do so as n~xt ~ear's SGA President.,
SAVEENA
Experience
• Chair of Academic Affairs.
• Member of S.G.A. Executive Board
• Member of S.G.A. Assembly
• Member of The College's Diversity Committee
• Member of Academic Cabinet
• Chair of Board of Advisory Chairs
""Member of Educational Planning Committee
""Vice-President of CCASA
""Member o( The Minority Student Steering Committee
""Member o{ Studen\{Tru'5tee L\a\son Commiuee
)) ""Me:mbcr o{ Stu{\en\j.t:\\umni L\aison Committee I
Ovcrlhcpasllhrce years, I have had the opportunity to workcJosely and build relationships
with various administrators, [acuity, and students. As a member of numerous college
comminees and the Academic Cabinet, I have learned to examine various issues from a
broader perspective. This year as a SGA Executive Board member, I have helped to
enhance communication between trustees, alumni, and students. Iwould like to continue
increasing the level of contact that has been established.
Being on the S.G.A. Assembly and the Executive Board this year, I am very familiar with
college policies and the functions of student governance, This year, I have brought
important issues such as the revision of General Education to the attention of studcnlS.
When formulating policies and implementing academic programs, student input is crucial.
Students played a vital part in the review of the college's budget and we must ensure that
this will continue.
As president, Iwould ensure that students are kept well·informed of issues that develop
during the year. T will also seek students' concerns and make sure that these concerns are
addressed by the college. I would like to represent YOU and hope that you will suppon
mc. Thank You,
Saveena Dhall
Chad Marlow for SGA President
. , the position of SGA President. I am running for a simple reason:
. r.. d Marlow and Iam runnmg lor UJ • •My name l~\_....a dive bod which has the full support of its student consutuents Itmust undergo
IItheSGA u everto become an effe Y I not ooly occur within the structure of the SGA, but also in the
. nifi . at changes These changes mus .srg tcant intern . h h I the SGA's ExecutiveBoardhavebeentooconservatlve;
. of' 1 de In rentyearsthosew 0 ave sa on in •minds IU ea rs. re 1 . ff live ndunpopularbody. The SGA is not going to improve itscl f
their inaction has made the SGA a large y me ec a
if it insists on remaining the same. h I eft 10 as the "Three P's'' of next year's Assembly. The SGA
'de 1·11 the SGA based on w at r r . . .As Presi nt WI run . ' illin I ref nn ,'1' ineffective and inefficient buraeucracy so that It will
. p' body which ISWI goowill become a regreSSive II ust be prudent in iLSactions because our future efforts will
be better able 10 represent future stu~nlconthcems,. m, whi~ost importanlto our students. finally, the
Ifecri I if we take action on ose isssue
be most e ecnve on y . hi h ill conduct its business only through the most efficient methods
SGA must become a Pragmatic body W IC w
possible.
Actions speak louder than words ,
id ·.c p'" have told studenLSthat if they wcre elected, they would accomplish a great
Some cam ales 10 tne " If th '1 h d f ilcdth bl This is somcthing thcy often had failed to do in the past. ~y prevIOus y a ar to
deal on e Assem y. d.I...L ill ontinuc the rauem in the future, Heretsmy Student Government
workhardforthosewhoelccle tncrn.tney w c r- . I' . 1 f
I t ill
rk h d for you next year it is nol a new promise. t ISsimp y more 0
Resume. I hope that when say w wo ar
what I've always done ...
Positions held: '92-93 Wright House Senator, '91·92 Presidential Assislllni (Class of '94)
Commitlees: Land-Use and Space Planning (Chair), Library and Bookshop (Chair), finance
I f h sals students (1) in the future will pay considerably less for textbooks;ProwsalsPlissed:Asaresuto t esepropo , . 'ff db h f I
(2) will be able to study in the 24 hour study room after regular Library hours wnhout beIn~ a eete y a~ u
second-hand smoke; (3) wiUhave a College Center decorated with diverse works of art; (4) will be able 10eaL?m~er
r . f 1-' and (5) will not have to live in a dorm that does not have a regular pnJtoron campus a tcr reLuoung rom vaca lon,
and housekceper.
If you would like more detailed information on wha~I ha,ve d~ne.in the past on SGA and what I intcnd
to do if elected, please read my informational pamphlet which IS,bemg dlstnbuted around campus. If you.w~ld
like a pamphlet and don 'thave one (or just want toask me a quesuon) please call mealex:t. 4114 or stop by Wnght
#217. Thanks a lot!
NEELU
VICE PRESIDENT
I am a strong candidate for Vice President for both by INTIATIVE as well as my
EXPERIENCE with Finance committee, Class Executive board, Unity Executive board,
and clubs.
EXPERIENCE:
• Vice President of the Class of 1995 (2 Years)
* Member of Finance Committee
• Member of Class Executive Board
• Member of C.C.A.S.A. Executive Board
* Financial Manager of ALANA Journal
* Member of Dean's Search Committee
·Subed for S_G_A. Vice President
Iknow that my experience this year will serve to my benefit as Vice President next year.
I have had opportunities to work with students and administrators in a diverse number of
settings. I am familiar with S.G.A. policies and procedures as Ihave co-sponsored proposals
regarding the budgetary process and the Finance Committee. I have also gone through the
budgetary process as a class and club treasurer. As Vice President, I would hope to continue
many of the ideas and projects that were initiated this year. Ibelieve that my experiences
as a club member, Finance Committee member, and executive board member will enable
me to be a resource [or studcnts in the coming year.
INITIA TI VE:
I am not afraid to change policies or rules if there is a need for this. I will be committed
to futherimplementation of the Umbrella Plan and to aiding clubs in receiving more funding
from outside resources such as Alumni and Trustees. I would also like to work with clubs
and organizations so that fundraising can be a viable income for them, by looking into
vendor income and researching how other schools fundraise to get new and innovative ideas.
I am committed to the clubs and organizations on campus and I feel that they arc the
backbone of our campus.
Thank you, Neelu MuIchandani
Kim Roark for Academic Affairs
Hi! My name is Kim Roark and I'm running for Chair of Acadcmic Affairs, For
lhc past two ycars 1 have been on the MaLh and Physics Student Advisory Boards and this
year I am chair of the Math Student Advisory Board. Through these two boards r have had
lhc opportunily lOwork wilh and develop good working relationships wilh many faculty.
I feel that il is very important for slUdents and faculty to interact outsidc of classes,
and [ would like to facilitate such imeraclion. There are many issues that nced to be
discussed by students and faculty because they will effect the futureofConnectieut College,
and creating mOTC opportunilies for discussion without the pressure of a classroom
atmosphere would undoubtedly enhance such diseussions. Everyone has heard a great
amount rcccnlly aboul two of these topics· rcvisions for General Educalion and thc budget.
Both of these will be continuing concerns during the next year and everyone's fcclingsand
ideas on both should be heard and shared with the entire College community.
I hear constantly that ''The budget problems don't affect me" and "General Ed will
happen after I've left this place. Why should I care?" In truth, although it will not happen
until afler many of us lcave, these topics arfcctthe future of Conn and whclher or not ilwill
be here for US and for Olhers. As Chair of Acadcmic affairs, I would help work for a plan
that students and faculty arc satisfied with for General Ed.
It is important for the adm inistralion and faculty to hear studcnl opinions on topics
that will affecl lhem and affecl Conn. I fccl I can continue this open communication.
Connecticut College is OUR school and we need to help it maintain or, betterstill, increase
lhe momenlum of progress as we move towards the Twenty·firsl CCOlury.
Kim Roark
Marilyn
Leadership PerceptionExperience •
Expericnce that counts: Most of my experience with our particular brand of student activism occurrcd during
my first two years at Conn.·1 was amember of the Minority Student Steering Committee (MSSC) fonwoyears.
.U~n my return th,is semester, 1was elected co-chairofMSSC. Sophomore year,l was elected president of La
Untdad: -Also du~g my sop.hamore year, the SGA Assembly elected me to represent the student body on Lhe
EducalJonal Planning Committee (EPC). -I participated in the Mellon Initiative for Multiculturalism in Lhe
Curriculum (MlMJC) in two ways. I had the occasion to render my opinions as a member of both MSSC and
EPC. Latcr, I worked as a research assistant within lhe program,
I t~ three semester,s of pcrsonalleave to seize an opportunity: working in a national Wall Street firm as a Legal
AS,slstant. I was asslg~ed two major cases, One case went to trial, where I created a temporary office, created
filmg systems, and asslSlc~ the partner in coun. My second case was much larger with many clients, attorneys
and, paralegals, My expcnence at Davis Polk & Wardwell clearly widened and augmented the skills I gained
whIte al Connecticul College.
Lcad~rshiD: ~e of my major concerns as a member of MSSC and La Unidad was the expansion of the Latin
Amcncan Stud Ie,s~rogram, I participated on the search committee for a Latin American historian, Panly as a
~sult of my actiVism, we have a Spanish American concentration in the Hispanic Studies department, an
mcreased number of professors, and-a grcatcr amount of classes. These are efforts to diversify the curriculum
that h~ve always been of intercs! lome. rmet with administrators, department chairs, faculty, and students, lhal
expencnce could well serve the inLerests of students at large..
Perccption: ·Areyou frustrated 'h I h· ?. WIL C ass c OlceS, \Ve may have less crowed classrooms but what aboutlhe
required classes that wc arc locked out of because of caps? How will the President's "gro~th by substituLion"
program arrcct our classroom expc , ? Wh . . d. ncnces,· yare prOmlSlng young professors leaving? What can wc 0 to
aUract and retam the best educ L ?·o k '. .
1
? . a ors. 0 you now the fmc pOInts of the General Education Reqlllrcmcnl
proposa s. Perhaps there shou Id be 'd' . . d f
Ad' C" , campus-wI e mailmgs that reach all students; eertamly the Boar 0VlSOry haIrS IS an available med' C ....,. ' rf''11d I" !Urn, ommUOlcatlOn IS Vital In thiS issue, The Chair of AcademiC />. airs
WI ea With these Issues and h f dinitiative, Vote, more, L ere ore, you should vote for the candidate with the experience an
Marilyn Pacheco for Chair of Academic Affairs
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Vote Chris McDaniel for
Judiciary Board Chairman
Sara Sooonhejm for Judiciary Board Chair
In this time of dramatic change we are reminded th t f thi. • a ew ngs are as stable and
endunng as tile Honor Code at Connecticut College The Hono Cod h. . r e as evolved over the
past eight years because of our commitment (0 progress As Chai f th J di ,. .. . . air 0 e U lClary Board I
am corrunmed to upholding critical aspects of our Honor Code (thi lik nfi ,,'. mgs I e co identiality}
(0 evaluaung the changes the J-Board has made and [0 conside ' id ' .. • I nng new 1 C$l.S and mnova-
nons.
Clarity and Frequency of the Log. I believe the campus should have access to regular
weU-wntten accounts of the J-Board's activities In the past th L h f I '. • e og as ai ed [0 keep the
campus updated adequately. I am committed to publishing the La bo h fg t more requemly
~nd more regulary to further facilitate discussion and awareness of the Judiciary Board
I'he Roll-Call Vote. Istrongly believe that our elected officials h Id be h ld. s ou e accountable
for their deCISIOns. Publishing eaeh representatives' vore i th L h bee '., . . n e og as n a major SICP
t~wards mer~aslng ae:ountabil.lty of.representatives to their peers.
1 he EducatIOnal Offlcer. This position was created to educate the ca bo, 'I d h "I mpus a Ul the
pnnclpa s an t c pnvi egos of our Honor Code. As Chair I wI'11clarif th ibili ,. . ,I Y e responst I rues
and expectations we have of the Educational Officer so that the' di id I 'II b. In IVI ua WI otter serve
the college community.
An Honor and Eth.ics Course for first semester students is an idea I would like to explore
next year. The curriculum could be developed by senior Philosoph G R ', S d' d S . y, overnment, clJ-
glons lU les, an oelOlogy maJ'ors to present students wI'th h' t ' I d..' 1S onea an contemporary
perspectives on.ethics. and honor. This course would help to personalize and internalize the
Honor Code to mcommg students and to improve the dl'seourse abo t h..' u onor on campus.
Istrongly belIeve In a statement of Woodrow Wilson's that a lead h Id '. . ' er s ou nOI concel vc
publiC policy, ~ut rathe~ rec~i:e it. I intend to hold contac1 sessions and use surveys as a
means of learnIng pubhc opmlOn and soliciting participation. The proposals r will makc to
the Student Gove:nment Assembly will originate with you and your support. As a Judiciary
Board memb~r thiS year, I~m.well aware of the commitment Iwould need to make to lhe
Board as Chair, and Iam wlllmg to make that commitment for you.
Sara Spoonheim
We live in a unique environment here at Connecticut College, Our classes are small and
the f~cu1ty make extraordinary efforts to be accessible and to aid us in furthering our
education. B.ut most Important, all matriculated students are bound by a statement of trust
that has had Its place at Connecticut College since its founding, We call this the Honor
Code, This code gives us the freedom to be responsible for our own actions, and to be
treated with respect by the faculty, administration, and our peers, This bond of trust plays
a large role 10 making Connecticut College thespeciaJ place that it is, and I hold the Honor
Code 10 the highest regard, As the Chairman of the Judiciary Board, Iwould have the task
of ~eeplng the J:i0~?r C~e strong, representing the student body in the process of peer
rcY~ew, and fortifying the hnk between the Judiciary Board and students. In order to do this
I Will advocate the publication of a Judiciary Board newsletter, which will provide a forum
for students to express their concerns with regard to the Honor Code and the Judiciary
Board, Also, Iplan to make sure that theJ-Board log is published ina more timely manner,
IS le~s confusing, and Includes more opinions by individual f-Board class representatives.
I believe that I have thequalit.ie~ that are necessary to complete these tasks. I have respect
for the Honor Code, and Judiciary Board representative experience. I am objective, fair,
honest, personable, and have strong leadership skills,
In order for you to havc the opportunity 10 gel to know me better, and gain a furthcr
unders~1n?mg of what I plan to do as Judiciary Board Chairman if elected, I will bc
~ampal.gnlng doorlO door. lffor some reason Iam unable to reach you, Iam still intcrested
m heaTing ~hat you have to say, or to answer questions you might have. Please feel free
to call me at extension 4588.
Thank-you for taking the time to read my platform,
Sincerely,
Chris McDaniel
Jueliciary Boarel Chair Candidate
fen Scott
SAC ChairJIlEN JIAIftlIL((J)N§PLATFORM
The backbone of lhis instilution is !he sludent-run Honor Code, It is this code thal
governs our dmly life. Bei.n~ responsible for one's actions is the key component of our
Code, Wc do nOl see admmlstrators patrolling, hoping that !hey catch us doing
somelhmg wrong, Campus safety doesn'l randomly bursl into rooms like Robocop
searching for kegs. We have the privilege here of taking care of ourselves without
anyone looking over our shoulders, This is true preparation for the real world,
The Judiciary Board is instrumental in mainlaining the integrity of our Honor Code.
They are our peers who will view suspected infractions objectively and seriously. This
past year, serving as a class rep on the Board, 1 treated this mission with thy,utmost
seriousness and would continue to do so as Chair.
The Chair must provide leadership and have sincere dedication to the Honor system.
Through my extensive extracurricular activities and leadership positions, such as being
a two year Student Adviser and serving on my class executive board, it is evident that I
put my all into evcrylhing thal I do, I guarantce thal if elected to Chair, it would be my
absolute first priority. I am disciplined and organized as these qualities are essential
when balancing academics, sports, and other activities.
If elected, I would work on increasing awareness about the Judiciary Board and the
Honor Code, 1udging from last year's returns of the Honor Code survey and from
talking lO pcoplc, many students are a little confused aboul what the Board 'lCtually
does and view the Board as an elite and untouchable group, I'd like lo do away with
thai stigma, The J-Board is lhere to preserve students' rights and should be very
accessible. I'm planning several proposals such as redoing the survey, having more
forums, and having a question~and-answer column in the log.
If you have any questions, please call me at X3767. Thank you and remember to
vote on April 13th and 14th,
Jen Jablons
As a member of the past two Student Activities Council Executive Boards Ihave
prove~ to be committed to providing our campus with a new, exciting and varied
selec~lon of events to both entertain and educate. As Novelty/Variety Director
(magic shows, Second City, Mardi Gras, coffee houses, , ,) last year and as Assistant
to ~he Chair this past semester Ihave gained valuable experience:
* planning all campus events
* creating and working withln a budget
* working with the administration
* developing SGA proposals reJevanllO-S;","C. t· ~
As a resulL, insLeador wasting time figuring OULhow lhings work, I could focus on
planning a wide variety of events throughout the year which address all intereSls on our
campus.
As SAC Chair, I would strive to open the channels of communication between SAC
and the students. SAC needs to know what the students are interested in, in order to
plan successful events; and for the studenls to best contribule to SAC they musl be
informed about what is happening with SAC. Ways to facilitate communication would
include:
* use of thc new Cro as a focal point for student activiLies
* an up to date calendar of events
* a weekly column in The Voice
* a SAC phone line for questions and comments.
SAC has thc potential to do great things for our campus, Through SAC, with my
experience and enthusiasm, and with input from the student body, I fecI I can hclp
create an exciting and fun year.
Any questions or commenlS. r d be happy to tolk to you - x 3897
Jen Scott
Writc-in candidaIe: Ryan Poirier for Public Relations Direclor
I seek lhe position of Public Relations Director 10provide a clear definition and increased depth
to this pastion on the SGA Exccutive Board. I envision the P.R. Director to be committed to many
tasks. Coordinating all elections becomes one of the foremost responsibilities which resL<;in 1his
offiee. This task is more than just hanging pos1ers and having information meetinngs. I believe these
two aspects are just a small par1 in the larger goal of gelling the community as a whole involved in
SGA. Oneoflhe ways inwhich I wish to increase involvement is to make voting more accessible. By
having people vote in Harris over the weekend, it will 00 more convcnient to cas1 ballots.
The P.R. Director must also spark inlerest and positive atitudcs concerning SGA. Accomplishing
this initiative begins with taking on the role of a liasan between the Connecticut College community
and SGA. To meet this goal, I wil1 try to organize meetings belween members of the P.R. Commitlce
and a majority of the olher groups on campus. These meelings will be acooperative initiative aimed
al evaluating SGA's role and image on campus, and working towards breaking the walls which
allienale the community from SGA. Another aspect relating to community relations involves the
newsleller. The Executive Board must look a1 the effectiveness of this publica1ion and work to
improve communications.
To work towards reaching the goals of this position, I will rely on 1hemany experiences which I
have had. Being involved on class and house council has given mc some insight into lhe SGA
organization. Also, serving on the Student Development Commiuee is teaching me to relate with
different members of the community, including alumni, staff and srudents. However the activity
which I enjoy most at Conn is being a member of the Unity Gospel Choir. This organization truly
inspires me. It is a newly fanned group on campus in which people from all backgrounds unite and
work towards onc goal: singing! I see the job of a P.R. Dircctor as accomplishing a similar goal in
helping to unite and create a stronger community through Student Govermen1 Association_
I believe that if the P.R. Director cooperates with the Executive Board, the Assembly. and the
community, then these visions will become reality. Anolher integreal part of maintaining these goals
is retaining the right of the P.R. Director to vote. Withoulthis privelage, the position will lose mueh
control overrefining the election process. Taking away the vote will also weaken the Executive Board
as a cohesive group by having one-third consist of non-voting members. I want to put SGA back to
work for the students through my committment to cooperating with different interests to strengthen
the community.
LYNNE SALIBA WRITE-fN FOR DfRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
Experience:
·Associate Chair of Academic Affairs '91-92
-AAPC
-BAC
-MSSC Non-voting member
·Health Services Commiuee '91-92
'Counseling Services Commiucc '91-92
.President of AIlLE. formerly 1-3-2. Disability Support and Advocacy '91-92
Why am I a wrile-in candidate? I saw that no one was running forthis important office and have listened todeOaI!
after debate over the effectiveness of this position, even the possibility of eliminating it. The role of Puhli<
Rel:ltions needs to he expanded, not diminished!! For some students, voting is currently their only dircCl
connection with SGA, and this needs to change.
My past experiencc as Associate Chair of Academic Affairs has given me knowledge of the inncr workings o'
SGA and of the reform necessary for the Public Relations Dircctor's position. Howevcr, not having been involve(
in SGA myself this year, [am aculcly awareof the lack of information available to lhe gcncral student txxIy ahou
SGA proceedings, but I have idcas and enthusiasm for change. foremost. the DircClOr of Publi.c.Reb:ll1oll!
shouldn't he a voting position since it represents no specific body of constituents, but the paSIUon shoulL
remain on the Exec. Board to cnsure effective and accurate communication.
As PR Director, I would like to post the Agenda for upcoming SGA meetings we~kly. 1lli~ woul~ enahle
students 10 see the issues to be discussed and would encourage students to get more Involved In the Idea and
decision making processes of SGA. 1 would print a Newsletler, with substance, ~i-\~cckly. The Newsletter
should be infonnalivc, including commentary and editorials from Senators on upcoming Issues as well as regular
brief articles from the SGA Excc. Board members.
~andidate recruiting and voting turnout need improvement. Ofle~ studenls w~o arc not cu~cnlly involved
In SGA arc unaware of clection procedures orof nomination and clectlon dates unul the process IS al~e~dyupon
!hem. IleHer advertising before nominations and elections could broaden and strengthen SGA, galllmg more
competitive candidates and greater support from students at large. . . . ..
1would also Liketo improve relations between SGA and the Y2k,1:.. TIus relationshIp has ~en antagollls
l1C
.
8t
times. and it needn't be. Regu1armeetings with Voice reporters would nmonly enhana: reporting :nd :ommu_nlt
y
knowledge of SGA proceedings, but it could help prevenl miscommunication. 111eDl~ector of I ubl~cRclatl~n>
should also he a research resource for all memhers of the Assembly, able 10 proVIde facts and mfonnall(x"
about our own school and similar schools' processes.
WRITE-IN LYNNE SALIBA FOR DTRECTOR OF PU8LIC RELATIONS! Thank you.
I)
.-------------------_.
YAT PLATFORMS
Marisa Farina
for
Young Alumni Trustee
Priorities
Misplaced priorities and misguided thinking are plaguing Connecticut
College in its quest to join the academic elite. I have sought to reahgn
these priorities while fighting for the causes about w~lch we care most
and I seek to continue that fight as the Young Alumni Trustee for the
Class of 1993.
Connecticut College is at a crucial point in which its entire
framework is being reevaluated. The colleges commitment to
general education, its budgetary obligations, and its status
among peer institutions are all being examined.
Connecticut College is truly facing a crossroads as it prepares to decide
on a new plan for general education, cut existing programs to finance
important commitments such as need blind admissions and quality health
care for all college employees, and as it continues attempting to attract
well-regarded faculty.
The Young Alumni Trustee should be knowledgeable of the
present condition and direction of the college. S/he should
have the ability to work toward strategic long-term goals
without overlooking the present needs of the community.
Finally, s/he should be the best representative of what students
feel Connecticut College should personify.
I have said in the past that we should concentrate on creating
something we can sell rather than selling something we have
not yet created. We must first set and achieve goals with the
intent of improving the present student experience. If this is
undertaken correctly the national recognition we deserve will
inevitably follow.
Simply put, decisions about these major issues are being made under a set
of priorities more directed to improving the public impression we make
as a college and less directed toward improving the quality of academic
and intellectual life on campus.
A Young Alumni Trustee represents the concerns of the students. S/He
must be willing to stand up and explain to a group of CEOs, politicians,
college administrators, and other assorted trustees what problems affect
us most and what we believe this school should really be about.
If nothing else, I hope I have shown over the past four years that I will
not back down from a difficult battle over an important issue. The aware-
.ness and knowledge I have gained learning to work with various factions :
of the community have given me the background and qualifications to
become an effective advocate for student concerns.
My dedication to Connecticut College, as well as to the class
of 1993, has been evident for the past four years. I am asking
for the o-p-portun\t)'to continue ffi)' commitmeru.
I ask for the opportunity to use both my experience and passion in con-
tinuing to seek solutions to our problems as the Young Alumni Trustee
for the Class of 1993.
SOUTH SHORE LANDING SELF STORAGE
230 SHORE ROAD, OLD LYME
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
FOR CONN COLLEGE STUDENTS
CALL ALISON AT 440-3370 OR 434-5023
MA Y THRU LABOR DA Y
** FLAT FEE - NO DEPOSIT **
5x5 $50.00 5x1O $100.00 5xl5 $125.00
IOxl0 $150.00 IOxl . $200.00 IOx20 $250.00
LIMITED AVAILABILITY
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW
Our Washington
Internship Program
otters full-time
internships for a full
I semester of credit
• Politics majors in Congressional Offices
• Business majors at the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce
• Art History majors at the Phillips Collection
• Prelaw students with the D.C. Corporation
Counsel
• Journalism majors at Fox TVS
Fall, Spring, and Summer
Ov"ortu"itil!.~ Available
Boston University
Division of Intemational Programs
232 Bay State Road, Box E
Boston, MA 02215
(617)353-9888
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
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Berman
YAT
New York University
in Spain
invites you to attend an
Open House
for students seeking information about
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs
Semester or Academic Year in Madrid
Summer Session in Salamanca
The information session will start at
2 p.m. followed by a video about Spain.
Light refreshments will be served.
Parents are welcome.
Saturday, April 24, 1993
1-4p.m.
Department of Spanish and Portuguese
Languages and Literatures
Faculty ofArts and Science
New York University
4th Floor Lounge, 19 University Place
For more infonnation, call
(212) 998-8760, 8761.
NEWYORK
~
New Yon UniYenity is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.
YATPLATFORMS
Plat[onn for Timothy P. F. Crowley.
It is the role of the Young Alumni Trustee to ensure the proper development of the
collcgc'sresourccand to sec them uulizcdpositively tobetter Connecticut College. These resources
are not sijmply pecuniary funds. but are the wealth of enthusiastic and devoted students right here
oncampus. Unfortunately.the truth is often forgotten by both the college and the Board ofTruSICCS.
It is in this context. then, thai the Young Alumni Trustee acts as a direct link between the student
body and the board tha[d~vclops the school's most fundamental andover-reaching policies. By thus
affording a dual perspective to college policies. both from the position of a student and that of the
Board ofTruSICCS. the job of Young Alumni Trustee offers a unique opportunity to playa central
role in deciding on the college's future.
As we find ourselves entering a new era in Connecticut College history.the post-strategic
plan years, and we take our place amongst the rest of the Post-Everything World. we find ourselves
faced with exciting but difficult decisions. As the 19993 YAT, my agenda would be to focus en such
new issues and, at the same time, strengthen the level of communication between the student bod ,
the administration, and thc Board of Trustees. Ihave quite a diverse background in college policy
making from the SOAR Executive Board Sophomore Representative to two year advisory board
member and senior year chairman for born the Department of Art History and the Department of
Anlhropology. Among others, I have also served on the Chaplancy Advisory Commiuec and the
Board of Advisory Chairs.
Whilc admittedly not as visible a presence as the SGA, these committees. nevertheless.
allowed me to examine carefully the issues passed along by the administration, SGA and the Board
of Trustees. Through my active participation on these committees. I understand the workings of the
college's policy making mechanism from a perspective not offered elsewhere.
During my lime at Connecticut College. Ihave thus learned to usc an active. dynamic
approach towards change in college policy making. In the ncar future issues on budgeting and the
curriculum arc to be particularly important. My understanding of the college has granted me a
unique and thorough understanding of these issues and of the opinions held by students faculty and
administration. It is this vcry understanding. then, that will become my greatest strength as Young
Alumni Trustee.
These arc difficult decisions to be made and we. the students, do not need a passive voice.
but rather one that speaks for us and the college as a whole. The college cannot lock at the live year
plan as a conclusion, but must sec it as the commencement to bigger and better things. We cannot
slip into a state of complaisance. lulled by the happy dream of a new science center, bU1 must take
and shape our own destiny. more now than ever before.
My four years of growth and nurturing have finally come 10 fruition, and I leave with a
new strength and maturity for the position of YAT. to help this college continue iLC;growth and
development through active participation of the Board of Trustees, the Administration, faculty and.
most importantly. through the enthusiasm and energy of the students. I have been committed 10
Connecticut College all of my years here and this commitment will continue with me as Young
Alumni Trustee.
Timothy P. F. Crowley
MESSAGE TO THE CLASS OF 1993:
As the class of 1993 grows closer to iLS time of commencement, we must chose a
member of the class to serve as the Young Alumni Trustee. I am seeking your support
for this position.
In the coming years, the college will face many hurdles in its effort to provide a
quality education while maintaining cost control. As a small liberal arts college with a
relatively low endowment, the college must seck new ways of increasing revenue
while not cutting those programs which make Conn the unique institution that it is.
As a candidate for the Y.AT. position, it is my belief that the college budget and
education process at the college arc the two most paramount issues that must be
addressed.
It is my belief that the recent attempts at cutting the college budget will prove to be
detrimental to the environment of this community which has become an important part
of the college community. While most of these attempts at restructuring will in fact
save money, they detract from a the type of learning environment in which the
students, faculty, and staff all participate. It is crucial that the trustees understand that
sometimes the learning that occurs outside of the classroom can be as important as that
which occurs within the classroom. Every once in a while it is prudent to reexamine
the college's budget and lighten the belt, but in an effort to save money the college
should not cut those services which have an adverse effect on the environment of this
community.
While Conn seeks to gain national recognition, the quality of education should not
be sacrificed within the classroom. This institution should be dedicated to providing
students with a learning environment in which the faculty is committed to teaching. A
low student to faculty ratio is not as valuable if the students are unable to access the
faculty.
As a senator for the past three years, 1 have attempted to bring issues to the assem-
bly which of concern of the students. It is my goa\ to bring that same spirit and
enthusiasm to the Board of Trustees.
H you have any further questions. pteasc do not hcs\\.ate \.0 caUme at 431·11\)6.
SIEAN M. SJP>liClElR
IFOlR
Y01lJNG
AIL1lJMINli
'flR 1lJS'f1E1E
CHEAP!
FBI I U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES:--. $200
86 VW. . .__$50
'87 MERCEDES __. $100
'65 MUSTANG .. $50
Choose from thousands
starting $50
"REE Information-24 Hour
Hotline. 801-379-2929
Copyright #CT01641O
CRUISE SHIP
EMPLOYMENT
Now hiring students. $300
$900 wkly. Summer/Full
Time. Tour Guides, Gift Sho
Sales, Deck Hands, Bartend-
ers, Casino Dealers, Etc.
World travel - Carribean,
Alaska, Europe,' Hawaii. No
Experience Necessary. Call
1--<;02-680-0323 Ext. 23
*EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing 1993 UWT! travel
brochures. For more infor-
mation send a self adressed
stamped envelope to:
Travel INC.
P.O. Box 2530
Miami, FL 33161
It's not too late!
A.pply now to study overseas
for fall 1993. SUMMER COLLEGE CREDIT PROGRAMS
• Humanities
• Sciences
• Social Sciences
• Drama
• Languages
• Art
• Writing Program
• APractical Approach
to Directing
(for Teachers)
• English Language
Institute (ESL)
• Earn a semester'sworth of creditin Africa, Asia,
j Oceania, Europe, Latin America, or the caribbean.
• Choose fromAreaStudies, LanguageImmersion,
Women'sStudies, EnvironmentalStudies,
DevelopmentStudies, Peace and Conflict Studies,
and others.
For academically
strong high school
juniors and
seniors, college
students or
qualified adults
Call us todaytoUfree at (800) 336-1616
for a catalog and application.
Scholarships and financial aid available.
For information:
YALE UNIVERSITY
COllEGE SEMESTER ABROAD Summer Programs246 Church sr., Suite 101, Dept.
New Haven, cr 06510-1722
phone (203) 432-2430
Admissions Office, SChool for InternaJiooal Training
KIplingRoad, BoxAA1SN
Brattleboro, Vennont 05302-0676 USA
The School for International Training
is the accredited college of WorldLearninglnc.,
founded in t932 as
The u.s. Experiment in International living.
Minoritystudents are strongly encouraged to apply.
Outside U.S. add S5.00 postage
SYRACUSE
~
ABROAD
c;.
APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING
ACCEPTED FOR.__
AFRICA. AUS1RALIA • CZECH REPUBLIC·
ENGLAND. FRANCE· GERMANY· HUNGARY·
. ISRAEL. ITALY. POLAND· SPAIN
• Courses Taught in English and Host Country
Language
• SUCredit
• Field Trips/Traveling Seminars
• Internships
• Study For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
• Home Or Apartment Placements
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Syracuse University
Division oflntemational Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472
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ELECTION NEWS
Candidates address
difficult issues facing
student government
by John Mozena
Associare Keo.u Edilor-
Jen SCOIl,the unopposed candi-
date for SAC chair, showed confi-
dence as she spoke before students
at SGA speech nigh. las. Thursday.
Scou spoke of her experience as a
member of two very different SAC
executive boards, and how she
would bring that experience to her
work as SAC chair.
ScOIlsaid that her primary goal
as SAC chair would be to raise
student morale, which she and
many others sec as being at an all-
time Iowan this campus.
She blames the decline of cam-
pus social life partly on the lack of
a student center this year, and said
that she hopes that having Cro as a
focal point will make life easier for
students and activities organizers.
In response to questions from Jon
Finnimorc, publisher of The Co/-
lege Voice, Sarah Huntley, former
publisher, and Penny Leisring,
house senator from KB, Scott ex-
pressed her commitment to SAC.
Innovative activities SCOltwould
\\ke SAC \0 ?\an next year include
coffee, houses. cu\\ura\ fai.rs. more
sero'\AQrma\s. and. in generat ,
events \.nat are more than Slffi?\)'
aaocas or kegs.
ScotCalso said chac she would
make apoim o("jump·slaTling mo-
rale" by slarting to hold events as
soon as possible when school be-
gins next year. ,-
She also said that she would like
to see a SAC co-sponsorship
"mean more than just money."
Through this cooperation she
would like to increase SAC's com-
munication with other clubs on
campus.
Marilyn Pacheco and Kim Roark
arc competing for the position of
chair of academic affairs. Both ex-
pcct thc job to bedifficult next ycar
with the general education plans
reaching their final incarnations.
,-
Roark said thai her tenure would
be marked by increased faculty/
student interaction, and a more in-
volved board of advisory chairs.
She also said that course offerings
need to beoverhauled, since "some
of us aren't gcuing the classes that I
we need." t3
Pacheco would apply her work!
on the Minority Student Steering ~ _ ....
and ConferenceCommittecand La ~
Unidad to the position of chair of .~ ';"'."!"""i";" ...
academic affairs, by utilizing her "J
working relationships with fac- ~
ulty, administrators, and students. ~
Pacheco also referred to her ~
work on the educational planning ~
commiuee.and her ernploymcru at ~========================---=============
a Wall Street law firm as expcri- - Kim Roark listens to fellow academic affairs candidate Marilyn Pacheco at speech night.
ences which have given her valu- education plan now under consid- implemented needs to include writ- would like to have sessions with
able insight into academic issues as eration by the faculty, but disagree ing-intensive courses. club treasurers to teach them how
well as leadership qualities. on the most important aspects of a Neelu Mulchandani is running to write a budget, a process that
When the two candidates were general education plan. unopposed for vice president of causes unnecessary friction at the
asked what they would do to Pacheco said that she sees gen- SGA. She stressed her familiarity beginning of each school year.
"jump-start" the board of advisory eral education as "a Ioundation for with the budgetary process after Mulchandani said that she sup-
chairs, which has been historically academic careers." serving for a year on the finance ported the transfer often percent of
under-utilized, Roark said that she She said that a plan should in-· committee, and promises to make SGA's budget to the school budget
would urge the members of BAC elude the "culminating experi- the process easier for clubs. this year, mostly because so much
to communicate with their respcc- ence,"amulticultural education re- Mulchandani said that in a time of the money allocated to various
tive advisory boards as well as to quirerncnt, and more emphasis on when the college is faced with bud- clubs is not spent.
lead forums on student concerns. math and the sciences. getary problems, it will be more "That hurts us all," she said.
Pacheco said that she. too would Roark also supports diversity important than ever for clubs to
have her board members gain stu- education and increased emphasis fund-raise. She also said that she
dent input, and would increase \he
number of BAC meecings.
BolhPachecoandRoarlcsupporr.
the "di~tribut~on model" general
on the math and science portions of
an education, butstrcssed that writ-
ing is uoaerempnestsca .here at
Conn and that any plan that is
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-
Presidential hopefuls
debate SGA reform
COflljn~d from pg. 12
said that instead of sending letters
IOcommittees, people could just sit
down and talk,
Kocher said the position of the
president on committees such as
lhe PPBC extends the input stu-
dents can have. Kocher also said
thal it is important that the president
of SGA is someone students can
(IUst
After the three panelists asked
their questions, Adam Green al-
lowed students from the audience
10 question the candidates. Junior
Marinell Yoders asked the candi-
dates what they would do if they are
not elected. Kocher foresees play-
ing field hockey and possibly be-
coming the president of women's
icchockey. but would also consider
becoming an SGA senator or at
large student representative.
"My top priority would still be
graduating," said Marlow, who
would also consider being a sena-
tor. However, Marlow said the
SGA is frustrating because "if
you're not on executive board, your
ability to produce changes is less-
ened."
Dhall said that she would con-
tinue playing an integral role in
college committees. She would
continue to gain student input and
I would remain an active participant
in the SGA.
Junior Pilar Somma asked the
candidates to state the current is-
sues for students of color. Marlow
said that diversity in education is
lacking and unusually large num-
bers of students of color are consid-
ering transferring.
Dhall attributed the dissatisfac-
$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy!
No selling. You're paid direct.
ully Guaranteed. FREE Infor-
ation·24 Hour Hotline. '801-
79·2900 Copyright #CTOl6450
PleaS41Recycle
The College Voice
ROUlette
Aplay by Paul Weitz
April 15-17th at 7:30
p,m_ in the Mohegan
Auditorium,
Tickets are $4 in ad-
vance and $5 at the
door.
Produced by The Three
Rivers College Theatre
Guild.
tion of students of color to false ~
advertising of di versity to prospec .. ~
rive students. Said Dhall, "We ~
shouldn't promise what we cannot ~
offer." d
Kocher said, "I don't feel com- .~•fortable laying out the issues." She ~
wants to talk to leaden; of Unity l'
clubs before she states the issues. ~
However, Kocher did say that stu- ~
dents of color are concerned about ~
the Africana Studies major and the ~
presence of a diversity officer on
campus ..
Walking the line between the stu-
dents and the administration can be
difficult, according to seniorChuck
Jones, who asked the candidates
how they would deal with this
s(tuation. Kocher said that she
would work with both the students
and the administration, but she
would not become an adrninistra-
tive tool. Shesaid that she could usc
her integrity to make judgment
calls and stand up to the adminis-
traticn if need be.
Marlow agreed with Kocher in
the sense that he would maintain
peaceful relations with both the stu-
dent body and the administration:
However, he would maintain these
relations carefully. Said Marlow,
"Prudence means thioking before
you move."
Dhall said that she would main-
tain a balance between being both
assertive and approachable. Dhall
also said that she would work from
the SGA's agenda with both stu-
dents and administrators. Said
Dhall, "It is important to keep in
mind that the SGA president
doesn't have her agenda, but our
agenda."
Marisa Farina, Tim Crowley, and Jeff Her-man listen to fellow YAT candidate Sean Spicer address a panel
question at speech night.
Four seniors tackle important
issues before an Ernst crowd
by April Ondis
Associate News Editor
Marisa Farina, Jeffrey Berman,
Sean Spicer, and Timothy Crowley
arc candidates for Young Alumni
Trustee. Only members of the se-
nior class may vote for candidates
for the position of YAT.
Farina has been president of the
class of 1993 for three years, and is
presently a member the Priorities.
Planning, and Budget Committee.
Farina said that "Connecticut
College is. at a crucial point.',' and
cited "general education, budgel-
ary obligations, and irs status
among peer insti tutions," as cri tical
issues before the college which are
now being reevaluated.
Said Farina, "It is crucial to strike
a balance between growth, finan-
cial responsibility, and tradition.
The Young Alumni Trustee must
be mindful of those who go here,
and why they have come."
Fariiia spoke of the importance
of increasing multiculturalism on
campus. Said FariJ1a, "Il's .impor-
tant that there is a whole
multicultural curriculum, not just a
multiculturalism course. The col-
lege needs to allmct faculty who are
able to do that."
Berman is a student-at-large
member of the PPBC, and the Ap-
peals Board. He is also a former
memberoftheFinaneial Aid Policy
Review Comm iuec, a former class
representative on the Judiciary
Board, and formerpublisherofThe
College Voice Publishing Group.
Berman spoke of the college as
"coming to a crossroads:' Said
Berman, "In the ncar future we will
... finalize plans to redesign gen-
eral education, make permanent
cuts in the budget, review ... our
policy of need-blind admissions, all
while trying to fulfill the mission of
Connecticut College."
~erman spokeo[the di{[l.cu\ty in
interpreting the coUege's mission
statement. Said Berman, "Tluu tsck:
of definition is the equivalent ro an
unsteady hand on the rudder. With
rough seas ahead we need a rock-
solid gu ide. It seems clear to me that
the primary mission we are setting
out to fulfill is to provide the high-
est possible quality education for
the current and future students of
Connecticut College."
Said Spicer, house senator of JA,
"During the four years I've been at
Conneetieut College, I've reaped·
the'rewards, both academically,
and socially."
Spicer cited budget problems as I
the greatcst strain on the college.'
Said Spiccr, "How am we call out
for diversiLy when thc costs of·tu-
ition reach S22-24,000 each year? .
. . In light of the budget problems, I
offer .a solution." Undcr Spicer's
plan, more students would attend
CO,,.CncuT
KIIOOlM
the college, would be allowed to
live off-campus with financial aid,
and more instructors would be
hired. Spicer believes that this
would create more revenue for the
college, and open up further IlXl-
level classes and seminar classes
while maintaining tuition at its cur-
rent leveL
Spicer spoke of the college's
diminished sense of community.
Said Spicer, "In the past it wasa'r sc
much a school as a communit)' ...
Therehavebeen cuts thathaveoeen
detrimental to the community.
They:vc taken a lot from Conn
College, and Iplan to givp some ot
it back."
Timothy Crowley is a former
SOAR executive board sophomore
representative. former member of
the Chaplaney Advisory Commit-
tee. and former member of the
Board of Advisory Chairs.
Crowley criticized the college's
present course of .dcvclopmcm,
saying that innovation has "roped
the student body."
Crowley s~ke of innovmion in
terms of the spread of black-top in
new construction o.n campus,
which he believes is less respon-
sible Lhan 1.h.euse of cement. Said
Crowley, ''The old majcstie maples
represent ([adition. They have been
the victims of the axe of innovation .
"During my time at Connecticut
College, I have ... learned to use an
active, dynamic approach to to-
wards change in policy making,
said Crowley"
Crowley spoke of the budgelJlry
problems which affect the college,
noting that the college must grow
rcsponsibly. Said Crowley, "In the
near future issues of budgcting and
the curriculum arc to be particularly
important. We cannot approve
pointless embellishments at the
cost of substantive education."
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The College Voice
senator will also be active.
Marlow intends to keep each
dorm informed through the utiliza-
tion of the PR director, and also
wants to make each senator respon-
sible to his or her dorm members.
Senators would also be responsible
for bringing .Iorth proposals.
Marlow said, "Icame into the job of
senator with an agenda."
Kocher tackled the second ques-
tion from Finnimoreabout the can-
didates' plans to reform or rebuild
different aspects of the SGA.
Kocher said, "At this peint I'm not
sure if the problem is SGA or stu-
dent involvement with it." How-
ever, Kocher is skeptical about the
position PR director, as the PR di-
rector has no constituency, but has
a vote. Kocher also mentioned the
possibility of replacing the SAC
chair with the position of residen-
tiallife.
"Radical reform scares people," .
said Marlow in response to the
same question. Although he be-
lieves the PR posi tion is not being
utilized properly, he does not want
to take the pesition off the exccu-
tive board. Marlow's only major
change to the SGA would be thc
formation of ad hoc commiuces
instead of general comm ittees
Dhall intends to look at commit-
tees in order to see if any are dupli-
cating tasks. She would also requ ire
reports from the committee chair in
order to know which committee is
doing what. Said Dhnll, "We ns nn
SGA Assembly need to know
what's going on,"
Huntley asked the cnndidates
how they would dcnl with behind-
the-scenes power within the SGA
nssembly. Marlow snid that speak-
ing directly to members of com-
mittees would dc-emphasize be-
hind the scenes power. Said
Marlow, "If you get students in-
volved in these committees with
faculty, staff, and administration,
this has a profound effect."
Dhall also emphasized whnt shc
refers to as "person to person inter-
action" within the committees. She
ELECTION NEWS
Candidates vow to close
gap between Judiciary
Board and the students
h~ John \107.€'n3
A~nd3lc '{ens Editor
The position of Judiciary Board
chair is being comcstcd by Jen
Jablons, Chris McDaniel, and Sara
Spoonhcirn.
All three candidates agree that
the i-Bonrd is secn as being lOO
impersonal and remote, and all
three have plans for changing that
image.
Jablons intends to hold question
and answer sessions on specific
decisions that the J-Board has
handed down, and contact sessions
on general issues. She also plans to
devise a new, less complicated sur-
vey, and would like to have a vote
of affirmation by the whole student
body on the Honor Code.
Spoonbcim also plans to hold
contact sessions, and would like to
improve the quality of the J-Board
log. She suggested printing the J-
Board log in The College Voice on
a weekly basis. ami said lhm she
would like to "improve discourse
and awareness of the Honor Code
on this campus."
McDanic\ attributes student per-
cc~\.\on of the 1-'Board as remote to
the fac\. that "me who\c l·Board i.s
!
incognito." Ho prcrmrsos io rcvcrsc
this perception, and offers as an
example his door-la-door cam-
paigning Sly Ie.
McDaniel claims that the nurn-
berofpeople he talked to during his
campaign greatly outnumbers the
total number of respondents to the
J -Board survey this pnst fnll.
- He also plans to hold contact ses-
sions and to improve the log, but
said thm those two methods of com-
munication were not enough, es-
pecially since contact sessions
have been poorly attended in the
past.
When answering questions at
Thursday night's speech night,
sponsored by SGA and The Col-
lege Voice Publishing Group, from
the panel consisting of Jon
Finnimore, publisher of The Voice,
Sarah Huntley, former publisher,
and Penny Leisring, house senmor
of KB, all three candidates seemed
Jon Finnimore
Aly McKnight
Isabelle O'Hara
Christopher Scott
Sarah Huntley
Rebecca Flynn
Jen LeVan
April Ondis
John Mozena
Brett Goldstein
to have a clear grasp of the issues at
hand.
. -I
When asked If they would sup- .~
port a rethinking of the rules gov- ~,
erning confldcnuatuy. Jablons 1
came out clearly against reforming ~
confidentiality. Spoonheim said g
that confidentiality was "crucial" to .~
the J-Bonrd process, and that any 3J
changes would have to be carefully ~
thought through. ~
McDaniel wastheonlycandidme a
to consider reforming the J-Board ]
policyofconfidentialily. McDaniel ~ ,
said that confidentiality docs not t. .. ..,J! . . , .
exist to protect the J-Board mem- S • DI tl left and (lam Kocher listen to Chad Marlow during the SGA presldentlal debate... . 3veena 13, , ..
bers, but for the parues Involved In
a case, and specula led that if all of
the parties to a decision were ame-
nable, a waiver of confidentiality
could be granted without damaging
the process,
All three candidates were also in
favor of the idea of creating a corps
of "public defenders," or persons
familiar with the J-Board process
who could either act as "defense
attorneys" for the accused, or
merely educate them about what to
expect in a I-Board hearing.
The candidates disagreed on the
issue of whether the J -Board should
become a precedent-selling body. a
system of basing the board's deci-
sions on how it has ruled in the past.
McDaniel could only answer
"maybe," saying that the issue of
precedence has not been thought
out well enough.
Jablons advocated setting prece-
dents, and said that J -Board needs
to be more consistent, especially
when deciding on punishment. Pre-
cedent, she said, may be the way to
accomplish that.
Spoonheim said that she would
be against using previous decisions
in considering current cases be-
cause she fecls thnt the J-Board is
already consistent.
Spoonheim said that the appar·
ent inconsistency in decisions is the
result of confidential ity, especially
since important issues like the class
of the accused and whether or not
they hnd been in front of l-Board
before can not be part of the J-
Board log.
THIS SPECIAL ELECTION ISSUE
OF THE COLLEGE VOICE WAS
COMPILED BY ...
Susan Feuer
Carli Schultz
Shonali Rajani
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Michelle Ronayne
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Matt Burstein
Sean Fine
Sandra del Valle
Eric Streck
Candidates for president set
to address apathy with SGA
by Jennifer LeV~lII
News Editor
The presidential candidate de-
bate was the final event at
Thursday's speech and debate
night in Ernst Common Room.
Adam Grcen, SGA public rela-
uonsdirector , introduced the candi-
dates for SGA orcstacoi at Student
Government speech nighl las!
Thursday, The event was spon-
sorcd by the College Voice Pub-
lishing Group and the SGA_
The candidates gave speeches
and were also met with questions
from Jon Finnimore, publisher of
The College Voice, Sarah Huntley,
former publisher, and Penny
Lcisring, house scnator of KB. Af-
ter the panelists' questions were
asked, questions were opened up to
the audience.
Addressing the necessity of the
Student Government Associalton's
key relationships belween staff,
administration and students,
Saveena Dhall began the presiden-
tial candidate speeches.
Dhall Ciled her experience on the
Student Trustee Liaison Commil-
lCC, the MSSC and as chair of ,lca-
demic affairs on lhe SGA executive
board. Said Dhall, "I have seen
what works and what docs nm."
DhalJ, who believes swdenl in-
put and communication is vilal,
said that she plans to slrengthen the
SGA by "developing the links
senators have with lheir dorms and
the president has with lhe sena-
tors." Dhall plans to work on this
within the SGA by creating theme
and issue oriented comminces
which would have lo make progress
reports each week.
"1 've had lheopporlunity lo work
with students in many areas of the
eollcge," snid Pnm Kochcr, the
second candidate for SGA presi.
dent to speak. Kocher acknowl-
cdges thatshchasonly had one year
of SGA experience, as a class
president, but cites her positions on
house council, class council, and
m,lny spans tC<.lInsas addition<ll
qualifications. Said Kocher, "I
have seen how students can work
together."
Said Kocher, "The president of
SGA is not only the president of the
student government, but the presi-
dcnt of the entire student body."
Kocher describes herself as per-
sonable and approachable.
Through interaction with students
she said she will "maintain the
feeling mal students are individuals
and are important here."
"These are indeed dark times for
the SGA," said Chad Marlow, the
third candidate for the SGA presi-
dency, as he addressed the pessi-
mism which he believes is preva-
lent within the SGA. Marlow ex-
pressed his disappointment at the
fact that his plan for reducing the
costs of textbooks is not being
implementcd todny despite student
support for the propesal. Marlow
attributed this fact to the SGA ex-
ecutive board's fear of damaging
their relationship with me adminis-
tration.
Mnrlow foresees the SGA as a
"progressive body that doesn't
hesitate to take action." He referred
to a conversation he had with a
student in which that student was
disappointed becnuse she felt that
she had been led to believe that
students had more innuence on
enmpus thnn thcy nctually do.
Marlowplnns toestnblish nn ad hoc
commillee to address these stu-
dents' concerns.
Leisring began the question and
answer period by asking how the
candidates would increase the in-
volvement of senators wilh the
SGA. Dhnll rcspended first by cit-
ing the need for senators' active
involvement within their dorms in
order to be educaled about studenl
needs. Said Dhnll, "If we don't en-
hnnce the link lhe senators provide,
then we can'l function effectively
ns a body,"
Kocher foresees pUlling sena.
tors' skills to use during orientation
in ordcr to strengthen the house.
Kocher rccnlled "looking up to
people on house council and be-
lieves that if the house is active, the
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